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In this paper, we shall consider the logarithmic potential

where μ is a positive measure in the plane, P and Q are any points and PQ

denotes the distance from P to Q. In general, consider the potential

K(P, μ) =

of a positive measure μ taken with respect to a kernel K(P, Q) which is a

continuous function in P and Q arid may be + oo for P = Q. A kernel K(P, Q)

is said to satisfy the balayage principle if, given any compact set F and any

positive measure μ with compact support, there exists a positive measure μ'

supported by F such that KiP, μ') = KiP, μ) on F with a possible exception

of a set of incapacity zero and K(Pt μ')<LK(P, μ) everywhere. A kernel

K(P, Q) is said to satisfy the equilibrium principle if, given any compact set

F> there exists a positive measure λ supported by F such that K(P> λ) = V (a

constant) on F with a possible exception of a set of if-capacity zero and

K(p, λ)^V everywhere. The logarithmic kernel

K(P,

satisfies the equilibrium principle in the plane, but it does not satisfy the balayage

principle in the above form. As is well-known, given any compact set F and

any point M of the complement CF of F, there exist a positive measure e'

supported by F with total mass 1 and a non-negative constant γ such that

(1) ί/ε'(P) = log ηrfp + γ on F with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic

capacity zero, and
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(2) U* (P) ̂  log ~p + γ everywhere.

Here, the constant γ does not always reduce to zero. The balayage for logarithmic

potentials has been studied in detail in the book of C. de la Vallee Poussin

([2]). In the present paper, we shall study it in a more general case. Namely

we shall try to balayage any positive measure onto any closed set.

We shall deal with the positive measures whose logarithmic potentials are

never - °°. The total mass of such a positive measure is naturally finite.

The logarithmic potential of such a positive measure is superharmonic in the

plane and is harmonic outside the support of the measure. Let us recall the

definition of the logarithmic capacity C<F) of a compact set F. Putting

F=inf sup Uμ{P) and W^Ίnί
μ P μ

for any positive measure μ supported by F with total mass 1, we have always

F = W. The logarithmic capacity is given by C{F) = e~v = e~w if V= W< + °°

and by C(F)~0 if F = W= + «>.

We have the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Given any closed set F containing a compact set of positive

logarithmic capacity and any positive measure μ with total mass 1, there exist a

positive measure μ' supported by F with total mass 1 and a non-negative constant

γμ such that

(1) Uμ'(P) = Uμ(P) +γμ on F with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic

capacity zero, and

Φ Uμ'(P)-£Uμ(P) + r» everywhere.

We shall call μ1 a balayaged measure of μ onto F. We can construct a balayaged

measure such that the reciprocal relation always holds:

(Uμ —γμ)dv— \(C/V —γ^dμ for any positive measure μ with total mass 1

and any positive measure v of finite logarithmic energy with total mass 1, where

μ1 and v1 are their balayaged measures and γμ and γv are their associated constants.

Under this additional condition, a balayaged measure is unique.

Proof. We are going to prove the theorem by dividing the proof into

several steps.

[I] The case where F is compact and the support of μ is a compact set which

has no intersection with F. -
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Let us consider the Gauss variation

G(p) = ̂ Jlog ψQdu(Q) dv(P) - 2ί\jU
μ(P) diΛP)

for any positive measure v supported by F. Put

for the positive measures v supported by F with total mass 1. There exists a

sequence of positive measures vn supported by " with total mass 1 such that

G(vn) I G*. We may suppose that {vn) ic a v? uely convergent sequence by

selecting a partial sequence in advance if nece^ary. The limiting measure μ1

is a positive measure supported by F with total mass 1. As Uμ{P) is a finite

and continuous function on F> we have

So, we have G1 — G(μ'). As is well-knovvίi Lll §37), in putting

r = ( Wμ'-Uμ)dμ',(

we have

(1) £/μ\P)>ί/μ(P) + r on F with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic

capacity zero, and

(2) Uμ\P)^Uμ(P) + r o n the support of μ'.

Let us show that the latter inequality holds everywhere. In fact, the function

f(P) = Uμ\P)-Uμ{P) -γ

is subharmonic in each component of the complement CFf of the support F1

of μ\ and we have

at each boundary point M of F'y P being points of CF' and Q being points of

F'. This is owing to the fact that the logarithmic kernel satisfies the maximum

principle* the inequality Uλ{P)^K (a constant) on the support of a positive

measure λ induces the same inequality everywhere. Uμ(P) being finite and

continuous in a neighbourhood of F1, we have

Q-+M
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at each boundary point M of F'. Furthermore, let us notice that r^O. It is

because we have

r>((l/ μ ' - l7 μ )Λl =

for the equilibrium measure λ with total mass 1 on F'. So, .we have

ίϊm/(P)= -
P

which is due to \dμ' = }dμ. Therefore, we have /(P)^0 in each component of

CF1. Hence, we have

(1) Uμ'(P) = ί/μ(P) + r o n F with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic

capacity zero, and

(2) Uμ'(P) ̂  Uμ(P) + r everywhere.

It is sufficient to put γμ = r Let us remark that this balayaged measure μ1 is

of finite logarithmic energy.

[II] The case where F is compact and μ(F) = 0.

μ is supported by the complement CF of F. Let A be a large disk con-

taining F, and {Dn} and {£>-»} be two sequences of bounded open sets such

that

D^D-x^D^^ ^>D-n^> ->F

and

Doc:DιC:D2<^ c f t c -*the whole plane.

Let μn be the restricted measure of μ to

En = Dn~ Dn-ί (n = ± 1, ± 2,. ± 3, . . ).

The support of μn is a compact set which has no intersection with F. Let an

be the total mass of μn and μn be a balayaged measure, with total mass an, of

μn onto F. We have with a non-negative constant rμn

(1) Uμ» {P) = C/μn(P) 4- rμn on F with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic

capacity zero, and

(2) ί/μ» (P) £ Uμ"{P) + rμn everywhere.

As we have μ = Σμ« and the measure /*' = Σμ« is a positive measure supported

by F with total mass 1, the series
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Σ rμ.
n= — oo

is convergent. Denoting by γμ (^0) the sum of that series, we have

(1) Uμ'{P) = Uμ(P) + rμ on F with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic

capacity zero, and

(2) Uμ'(P)£ Uμ(P) + rμ everywhere.

Let us remark that this balayaged measure/* ' is the sum of positive measures

of finite logarithmic energy.

[Ill] The case where F is compact and μ(CF) = 0.

The support of μ is a compact subset of F. Taking a larger number R than

the diameter of F, put

UUP) = J(log ^ - log jf)dμ(Q).

We have

log -pQ — log -„• >0 and UE(P) >0

for any points P and Q of F. Let

Gn = {P ϊ t/S(P) >#} and FM = F— Gn,

and /ίin and ^2n be the restricted measures of μ to Fn and Gn respectively.

As we have

Uβιn(P)^n and Z7ϊ?2

on FΛ, we have

and

£Γ-(P) -\og-~()dμin)^n on FΛ.

So, μi« is of finite logarithmic energy and the logarithmic potential of μzn is

bounded on Fn. Let an be the total mass of μ2n and μ[n be a balayaged

measure, with total mass an> of μ2rt onto Fn- We have with a non-negative

constant 7μn

(1) £/μ2"(P) = C7μ2w(P)-frμn

 o n Λ with a possible exception of a set of loga-
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rithmic capacity zero, and

(2) Uμ» (P) = Uμ2n(P) + rμ» everywhere.

The measure

μ'n — β\ n + β2 n

is a positive measure supported by Fn with total mass 1 and is of finite logarithmic

energy. We have

(1) £/μ" (P) = Uμ(P) -f rμM on F n with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic

capacity zero, and

(2) Uμ'» (P)^Uμ(P) + rμ« everywhere.

Let us prove that Uμ>ι (P) — Γμ« increases with n everywhere. Let P be any

point of CFny en be a balayaged measure of the Dirac measure ε at P onto .Prt

and rε« be an associated non-negative constant. εn and μn being of finite

logarithmic energy, we have

- J ( U'n - γtnϊ 'n ~ Tμn

= \(

The required inequality holds on is, with a possible exception of a set of

logarithmic capacity zero. It holds everywhere on account of the superhar-

monicity of logarithmic potentials. We may suppose that {μn} is a vaguely

convergent sequence by selecting its partial sequence in advance if necessary.

The limiting measure μf is a positive measure supported by F with total mass

1, and we have

Uμ'(P)^ lίm Uμ»iP)
n-^ + oo

everywhere, the equality holding with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic

capacity zero. So, the sequence {run} is convergent. Its limit γμ is a non-

negative constant. The logarithmic capacity of Gn = F~Fn decreasing to zero,
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we have

(1) Uμ\ P) = Uμ( P) -f rμ on F with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic

capacity zero, and

(2) Uμ'(P)^Uμ(P) + rμ everywhere.

Let us remark that this balayaged measure μ( is the vague limit of a sequence

of positive measures μn with total mass 1, which are supported by F and of

finite logarithmic energy, and which satisfy

everywhere with a convergent sequence {γμn} of non-negative numbers and its

limit rμ

[IV] The case where F is compact and μ is any positive measure.

Let μι and μ% be the restricted measures of μ to F and to CF respectively,

ax and a2 be their total masses respectively and μ[ and μί be balayaged meas-

ures, with total masses ax and a2, of μ\ and μ2 onto irrespectively. The measure

μ* = μ[ + /j2 is evidently a balayaged measure of μ onto F.

CV] The reciprocal relation in case F is compact.

We are going to prove that the reciprocal relation holds for balayaged

measures obtained above. Let μ be any positive measure with total mass 1

and v be any positive measure of finite logarithmic energy with total mass 1.

As stated above, there are three cases for a balayaged measure μf of μ onto

F:

(1) It is a positive measure with total mass 1 supported by F and of finite

logarithmic energy,

(2) It is the sum of positive measures μn supported by F and of finite loga-

rithmic energy,

(3) It is the vague limit of a sequence of positive measures μ'n with total

mass 1 which are supported by F and of finite logarithmic energy and which

satisfy

tfμ''(P)-rμ* ΐ £/μ '(P)-rμ

everywhere with a convergent sequence irμn} of non-negative numbers and its

limit 7v.

Since v' is of finite logarithmic energy, we have
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J(ί/V' - γMμ = [ϋμdv' - rv = j(£/μ' - r

On the other hand, it is easy to prove that

For example, in cases (3) we have

f(IF' - r μ )Λ = lim \(£/μ'' -

= lim \WdfA, - Γμ = Urn f ( Ϊ 7 V - ri

= lim

= lim

It is proved similarly in cases (1) and (2).

[VI] The case where F is a non-compact closed set and μ is any positive measure.

Let Sn be a closed disk of radius n centered at the origin, μn be a

balayaged measure of μ onto Fn = -F S» and γ^n be the associated non-negative

constant. First, let us prove

ί/μ5 (P) - rμl^C/^ (P) - rμ2;g£/*3 (P) - γpg > t/^(P)

everywhere. Let P be any point of CFn, λ be the circular measure with total

mass 1 on a small circle, outside Fn, with the center at P, λ'n be a balayaged

measure of λ onto is, and rxn be an associated constant. Since both λ and An

are of finite logarithmic energy, we have

= J Uμdλί - r>« =

/μ»+i - rμ(«+υ) dλn -
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jV-n + 1 _ γμ(n + 1))dλ = U^ + ΛP)

The required inequality holds on Fn with a possible exception of a set of

logarithmic capacity zero. It holds everywhere on account of the superhar-

monicity of logarithmic potentials. By the integration with respect to the

circular measure λ with total mass 1 on a large circle of radius R and with

center at the origin, we have

So, the sequence {γμn} decreases to a non-negative number #μ with 1/n and

lim £/μ« (P) > - σo exists everywhere. Next, we Choose a vaguely convergent

subsequence of {μn}. It will be denoted again by {//*}. As {Uμ'n(P) -rw) is

a sequence of superharmonic functions monotone increasing with n and the

limiting function is not identically equal to -f °°, it converges to a superharmonic

function. Consequently lim C/μ» (P) is superharmonic. Take an increasing

sequence {Rk} of numbers such that each closed disk Sk of radius Rk centered

at the origin has no positive mass for μί on its boundary. We have

lim \ l

in the plane with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic capacity zero

for each k. Let M be a point inside Si at which the limit exists for all k.

Since

lim Uμ» (M)

exists,

exists for each k. This increases to a non-positive finite value as k -* -f °°.

We shall denote it by α:. Take any compact set K which contains a point M.

We have
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for any point P of K if KaSk If Rk is large, |logMQ/Pζ>! is arbitrarily

small for all Q in CSk. Hence, given ε>0, there are nQ and k0 such that

I log-j^rdμ'n(Q) -a <ε for k^>k0 and n>m.

As we have

ί l Γ 1

log -pξrdμn(Q) = J log.-pQ-d^'(i?)

in the plane with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic capacity zero,

we have

lim

if k is sufficiently large, where e>0 is given. This shows that Ua'(P) =

flog 1/P(3 dμf(Q) exists and equals lim ί/μ»(P)--α on if and hence in the

whole plane with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic capacity zero.

Since lim£/μ»(P) is superharmonic in the plane, the equality holds without

exception. We recall that £/μ* (P) - Tμn^Uμ(P) in the plane with the equality

holding on F possibly except for a set of logarithmic capacity zero. Now we

have

(1) Uμ\P) - rμ = Uμ(P) on F with a possible exception of a set of logarithmic

capacity zero, where γμ = dμ- ac>0, and

(2) Uμ\P) ~rμ^Uμ{P) everywhere.

We remark that the total mass of μf is one. To prove it we use the fact that

log ~ηr/jγ) dμn\Q)

is a finite value. Since MQ>Rk/2 on CSk if k is large,

a^ lim lim log (2/Rk)μ'n{CSk).

This shows that lim lim μf

n(CSk) = 0, whence the total mass of μ1 is one.

[VII] The reciprocal relation in case F is a non-compact closed set and the

uniqueness of balayaged measures.

We are going to prove that the reciprocal relation holds for balayaged

measures obtained above. Let μ be any positive measure with total mass 1

and v be a positive measure of finite logarithmic energy with total mass 1.

Let {(in) and {vn) be the sequences of balayaged measures of μ and v onto Fn
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respectively and {rμn} and {γ^n) be the sequences of their associated non-negative

constants. We have as stated in [V]

J( U< - rm) dv = J( U< - rvn) dμ.

As we have

U< (P) - r μ n t U< (P) - TV

and

U<(P)-r,n t C/vή(P)-rv

everywhere, we have

Finally, let us consider the uniqueness of balayaged measures. Let μf and μ"

be balayaged measures of μ onto F. Suppose that

(1) Uμ\P) = ί7μ(P) + ri and U»'\P) = f/μ(P) + r? on F with a possible excep-

tion of a set of logarithmic capacity zero, and

(2) Uμ\P) ^ Uμ(P) 4- rl and [/^'(P) ^ ί/μ(P) + r" everywhere, rί and rί? being

non-negative constants.

For the circular measure λ with total mass 1 on any closed circle centered

at any point P, we have

\ J /μ/ - rP dλ = j(f/μ" - r'μ') Λ.

So, we have

which induces

for the circular measures λι and A2 with total mass 1 on two concentric circles

centered at P. Hence, we have

which induces μ'(S) ~ μ"(S) for any disk S. In conclusion, we have μ1 = μ"

and 7 μ = rμ
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DEFINITION. Let F be any closed set. A point P is called a regular point

of F if the balayaged measure e' of the Dirac measure e at P onto F coincides

with e and the associated non-negative constant γζ reduces to zero.

With this terminology we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. Two following expressions are equivalent

ΓA] A point P is a regular point of F.

[B] Let μ be any positive measure with total mass 1, μ' be the balayaged

measure of μ onto F and rμ be the associated non-negative constant. Then, it holds

that

Proof. First, we prove that [A] implies [Bl Let λn be the circular measure

with total mass 1 on the closed circle of radius 1/n centered at P, λ'n be the

balayaged measure of λn onto F and γ\n be the associated non-negative constant.

Let us remark that £/λ» — rm increases to U* with n everywhere. It is because

we have

for the circular measure λ with total mass 1 on any closed circle, the balayaged

measure λ1 of λ onto F and the associated non-negative constant n , and the

quantity increases with n to

J §X' - n)dε =

It follows that

Uμ'(P) - r μ = lim [( ί/ μ / -r μ )ΛU= lim \(Uλn -7xn)dM=[u*dM= Uμ(P).

Next, we prove that [B] implies CA1 Let e; be the balayaged measure of the

Dirac measure e at P onto F and γε be the associated non-negative constant.

We have

for any positive measure μ of finite logarithmic energy with total mass 1.
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Therefore, we have

for any circular measure λj and λ2 with total mass 1 on two concentric closed

circles, which implies e(S) = ε'(S) for any disk S. So, we have ε = e' and r* = 0.

Question. In Theorem 1, the associated non-negative constant rμ in the

balayage of any positive measure μ onto any closed set F does not always

reduce to zero. But, if the complement of F is bounded, the constant γμ

reduces to zero. What conditions are necessary and sufficient for a closed set

F in order that the associated non-negative constant rμ in the balayage of any

positive measure μ onto F always reduces to zero ?
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